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TWISTED FREE TENSOR PRODUCTS
BY
ELYAHU KATZ
Abstract. A twisted free tensor product of a differential algebra and a free
differential algebra is introduced. This complex is proved to be chain
homotopy equivalent to the complex associated with a twisted free product
of a simplicial group and a free simplicial group. In this way we turn a
geometric situation into an algebraic one, i.e. for the cofibration Y -*Y
\jgCX-*'S.X
we obtain a spectral sequence converging into H(Q(Y
Ug CX)). The spectral sequence obtained in the above situation is similar to
the one obtained by L. Smith for a cofibration. However, the one we obtain
has more information in the sense that differentials can be traced, requires
more lax connectivity conditions and does not need the ring of coefficients

to be a field.

1. Introduction. E. H. Brown [2] replaced the complex of the total space of a
fiber bundle by a twisted tensor product of the complex of the fiber and the
complex of the base space. Using Gugenheims approach to this theorem in a
simplicial category [3], we replace the complex of the total space of a
principal cofiber bundle by a twisted free tensor product of the complexes of
the cobase and cofiber (for definitions see §§2 and 3). Thus we convert a
geometric problem to an algebraic one. This is done by the method of acyclic
models. The complex obtained yields a spectral sequence which under some
connectivity conditions provides us with a converging spectral sequence
where the first terms and differentials, depending on the degree of connectivity, are computable. Under quite mild connectivity conditions we obtain a
spectral sequence converging to 77(ñ(Y \jg CX)), which especially apply to
computing the homology of the loop space of a space with cells attached to it.
The spectral sequence mentioned above is similar to the spectral sequence of

the cofibration Y -> Y \jg CX -> 2Ar obtained by L. Smith [9] by the aid of
the cobar construction. A similar approach to that of [9] was taken by R. C.
Vile in his Cornell University unpublished thesis. However, our conditions
are milder and provide more information.
My interest in this paper is thanks to I. Berstein who suggested that I
compute the differentials of the spectral sequence of a cofibration obtained
by L. Smith [9]. I rely mainly on Gugenheim's approach [3] to a theorem of E.
H. Brown [2]. Spaces and maps are in the simplicial set category, groups and
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homomorphisms

are in the category of simplicial groups.

2. Principal cofiber bundles. In this section we recall the definition of a
principal cofiber bundle (p.c.b.) [8], and form a category out of p.c.b.s. We
shall focus on the morphisms of this category, an approach which was not
taken originally. We also recall the definitions of a twisted cartesian product
(t.c.p.) [3], [7] and a twisted free product (t.f.p.) [8]. We relate tx.p.s and t.f.p.s
with each other and with p.c.b.s.
To define a p.c.b. we need the notions of a free product of groups and a
cogroup. Let G, and G2 be groups. Their free product Gx * G2 is a group such
that (G, * G2)„ = (G,)„ * (Gj),,, and the boundary and degeneracy operators
are homomorphisms induced by the boundary and degeneracy operators of
G, and G2 respectively. Let FX be the Milnor free group construction on the
space X. FX is defined as follows: (FX)n is the free group generated by X„
and the boundary and degeneracy operators are induced by those of X. If X0
has a single element x0 then we add to (FX)n the single relation that identifies
the degeneration of x0 in Xn with the identity. We set ¡j¡: FX^>FlX
* F 2X

the homomorphism induced by the map which sends x G X to 'x • 2x, where
2A"and 2A"are copies of X, and lx, 2x correspond to x in XX,2X respectively.
[FX, <j>]
is called a cogroup and <f>
is its (»multiplication [4]. We are now ready

for the definition of a p.c.b.
A p.c.b. [A, T, FX, <p]is a homomorphism «p: T-* T * FX where A is a
subgroup of T consisting of the elements {a G T\ <p(a) G T c T * FX} and
is called the cobase. The group T is called the total space, and the cogroup
£A" is called the cofiber. The co-operation <|>must satisfy:

(i) (lr * 4>)4>
= (<j>* \Fxyb,
(ii) rx<b= \T,
(iii) r2<bis onto,

where lT, \FX are the identities of T, FX, and rx, r2 are the projection
homomorphisms from T * FX to T, FX respectively.

A morphism [g, h, Fk]: [A, T, FX, <b]-> [A', T', FX', <p'] is a homomorphism h: T-* T' which restricts to the homomorphism g: A -^ A' and makes
the following diagram commutative:

T
T*FX

X
h

Fk.

U

T
J" * FX'

where Fk: FX -> FX' is the homomorphism induced by the map k: X -* X'.
Before going into the definitions of a tx.p. and t.f.p. we have to introduce
another concept.
A twisting function /: X -» A is a function of degree -1 from a space to a
group which honors the identities:

(Oöo/W^a.jO-rioVc)-',
(ii) 8\r(x) = t(di+xx),i>0,
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(iii) s,t(x) = t(si+xx), i > 0,
(iv) ¡(sgx) = e.

A t.c.p. A X, X is a cartesian product of a group A and a space X((A
X, X)n = An X Xn) with the face and degeneracy operators:
(i) 30(a, x) = (d0at(x), d^),

(ii) d,(a, x) = (3,a, 3,x), i > 0,
(iii) s,(a, x) = (s,a, s¡x), i > 0,
where t is a twisting function.
A morphism [g, k]: A X, x -^ A' X,. X' is a map which sends (a, x) to
(g(a), rc(x)), where the homomorphism g and map k make the diagram
commutative:

X

X x'

■i

If

A

X

A'

A t.f.p. A * , £A" with twisting function t is the free product of the groups A
and FA\ If d¡*, s¡*, d¡FX,s,FXare the boundary and degeneracy operators of A
and FX respectively, then we define the operations 3(-, s¡ of A * , FX as

follows:
(i) 90 is induced by the homomorphism 3q and the homomorphism from
FX to A * FX which is defined by the map which sends x G X to t(x)dQXin
A *FX.
(ii) 3,.= d,A* 3,™, / > 0.
(ii) j,. = sf * s,FX,i > 0.
A morphism [g, Fk]: A » , FX-» A' * ,. £A"' is a homomorphism induced
by the homomorphisms g and F(k), where g and A:satisfy the same conditions
as for [ g, k] to be a morphism in the category of tx.p.s [see above].
For future needs, we point out that if A * , FX is a t.f.p. and B is a group,
we can produce a closely related t.f.p. (B * A) * ¡FX, where r: X-* B * A,
the twisting function, is the composition of t and the inclusion homomorphism of A into B * A. It is easy to confirm that /is a twisting function.
In light of the above definitions, there is an obvious relation between tx.p.s

and t.f.p.s.
Lemma 1. The functor which sends A XtX to A * , FX, and[g, k] to [g, Fk]
is an isomorphism.

The relation between p.c.b.s and t.f.p.s is much more complicated and is
stated next.

Theorem [8, Theorem 2.2.3]. The total space of a p.c.b. [A, T, FX, <f>]is
isomorphic to a t.f.p. A * , FX, with some twisting function t. Moreover <bcan
be expressed as the homomorphism lA * </>.

We note that the above theorem does not provide us with a canonical
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correspondence from px.b.s to tf.p.s. The total space of a p.c.b. may have
more than one representation as a t.f.p.
3. The construction of a twisted free tensor product. In this section we
associate with every t.f.p. A * , FX, a differential graded algebra, which we
call a twisted free tensor product (t.f.t.p.). To do this we require X to be
reduced (i.e. X has a single element in dimension 0). Thus from here to the
end of this paper X will always stand for a reduced space. We also denote by
R a fixed commutative ring with unit, and all complexes are over this ring.
Before going into the construction of a t.f.t.p., we need some preliminaries.
Let R(X) be the normalized chain complex associated with the simplicial
set X, and let \¡>:R(X) -» T^A") ® T^A") be the chain map associated with the
diagonal map of X. This map turns R(X) into an augmented differential
graded coalgebra. Similarly, if A is a simplicial group, the multiplication of A
induces a map m: R(A) ® R(A) -» R(A) which turns R(A) into an augmented differential graded algebra.
For a twisting function t: X^>A, a twisting cochain/,: 7?(A")—>R(A) is
introduced. This cochain can also be extended to a chain map between the
unnormalized chain complexes of X and A, by sending degenerate elements
to 0. This extended chain map will be used in the proof of Lemma 4. We will
be using the following properties of/,, extensively.
If [g, k]: A x, X-» A' X,, X' is a map, then the following diagram commutes:

R(X)

X

Ä<*4
R(X')
UxGXx

then/,(x)

R(A)

ÍR(g)
X

R(A')

= 1 - tyx)x.

For more details see [3, 3.1, 7.6, 8.1] or [7, §3].
Let Tí be a differential graded chain complex with augmentation.
denote its augmentation. The free tensor algebra generated by K is

Let K

00

T(K) = Ä © 2 X',
i-i

K' = K® • • • ®K (n times),

where the algebra multiplication is induced by the isomorphisms K' ® KJ «
K'+j, the differential is the derivation induced by the differential of K, and
the augmentation is the obvious one.
Note that a derivation on a graded algebra U is a function 3: í/-> U of
degree -1 which satisfies the following equation for homogenous elements

a, b G U:
d(ab) = a-b

+ (-l)'Seeaa-db.

Let Ux, . . . , Ur be differential graded augmented algebras. Their coprod-

uct is defined by:
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t/,11- • ■UUr = R®^Üj
J

where J exhausts the collection of all sequences alternating on 1, . . ., r. If

J = (jx,j2, . . . ,/„), then Ûj = Öjt ® • • • ® 0¡, The algebra product in
i/,H • ■ • JlUr is induced

by the algebra

structures

of U¡ and the tensor

product. The differential is the derivation induced by the differentials of U¡,

1 <i <r [1].
The t.f.t.p. R(A) Ufi T(R(X)) associated with A * , FX is R(A) II T(R(X))
with differential D = D0 + Df. D0 is the derivation induced by the differentials of R(A) and T(R(X)), which is again a differential (i.e. D%= 0). D} is the
derivation defined on the algebra generators of R(A) H T(R(X)) as follows:

if> S R(A),
)i>(y)

iiyGR(X).

It is obvious thatit the sum of two derivations
is a derivation. Thus D = D0 +
<
Df is also a derivation. We prove:

Lemma 2. D is a differential (i.e. D2 = 0).
Proof. Since D is a derivation, it is enough to show that D2 = 0 on algebra
generators. It is obvious that D2(y) = Ofor y G R(A). We have to show that
D2(y) = 0 for y G (R(X))n. At this point it is convenient to introduce
additional notation. Let x G R(X) and a G R(A), we define:
/, n (a ® x) = (m ® \R(X))(lR(A) ®ft ® l*(Ar))(l*w

® i)(a

® x).

In this notation DA[x) = /, n (1 ® x). Since /, is a twisting cochain, the
statement that D2(x) = 0, with some minor notational changes, is just the
statement of Lemma 3.1 of [3]. This completes the proof.

With the multiplication of R(A) H T(R(X)) it is readily seen that:
Lemma 3. The complex R(A) Uf T(R(X))

is an augmented differential

graded algebra.
4. The main result. In this section we prove the following chain homotopy
equivalence:

R(A * , FX) a R(A) Uf¡ T(R(X)).
The proof is based on the method of acyclic models, see for example [3, §4].
Thus we next define a category and models.
The objects of the category are tuples of Lf.p.s. A morphism is a tuple of
homomorphisms
(hi>,...,h£):(A1*liFXx,...,Ak*,kFXk)

^(A'x*l,FX[,...,A'!*llFXl')

where h{: A¡ * , FX, -» A']t* t, FXJ, 1 < i < k, 1 < jx < / are morphisms in
the category of t.f.p.s. The composition of morphisms in the category are
defined in the obvious way. To define the models we need Kan's construe-
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tion, which is also the equivalent of the loop space construction in the
category of topological spaces.
For a reduced simplicial set K, the Kan construction GK is defined as
follows: (GK)„ is the group generated by the elements [k] for each k G Kn+X,
with the relations [i0(/)] = 1 for each / G Kn. The face and degeneracy
operators are defined by:
(ii)3|[rC] = [3|+1Ai],/>0,

(w) s¿k] - [s,+ lkl i > 0.
We denote by r the twisting function t: K-> GK which is defined as
follows: r(k) = [k]~x, k G Kn+X.
The models in the category of tuples will be denoted as follows:

{M{:,...,Mjf) = (FA,,. GÄ, * , 7*,,. . ., FA, . GÄ, * , FÂj.
Where A, is the standard simplex with only one nondegenerate element of
dimension /, A, is obtained by identifying the elements of dimension 0, and f :
A, -» Fäj * GA, is the composition of t: A, -» GA, as defined above, and the

inclusion homomorphism GA, —>FA, * GA,.
We define two functors a, ß. On the objects they are defined by:

a(Ax * ,, FA",, . . . , A, * h FX,) = R(AX *t¡FXx*

■■■ +A, . 4 FA",),

ß{Ax*hFXx,...,As*tiFXs)

= R(AX) Ufi T(R(XX)) U • • • H R(AS) H^ T(R(XS)),

and on the morphisms they are defined by:
a(hx, ...,hs)=

R(hx * ■ ■ ■ *hs),

ß(hx, ...,hy)

= ß(hx) H • • • H (h,).

If hj: A¡ * , FX¡ -» Aj * , FA, is a morphism, then hj can be expressed as
h{ = [g> Fk% for a homomorphism g: At-*Aj and a map k; x,-*x,. The
morphism

ß(hj): R(Ai) Ufi T(R(Xi)) -» R(Aj) Uf¡jT(R(Xj))
is the algebra homomorphism induced by R(g): R(A¡)->R(Ay) and R(k):
R(X,)^R(Xj).
Lemma 4. The functors a and ß are representable.

Proof. In the proof of this lemma only, we assume that the complexes are
unnormalized. However, because of Lemma 29.5 of [7] the result will also
hold for the normalized case.
Let a G Am c A * , FX. We define a map

[v,u]:FAm*Glm*,F-Em^A*tFX,
where v: FAm * GAm -» A is the homomorphism

induced by the homomor-
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phisms ä: FAm -» A and ë: GAm -» A, u: FAm -» FA" is the constant homomorphism. The homomorphism ä is the one that sends 8m (the only nondegenerate element of dimensions m in Am) to a, and ë is the constant
homomorphism. We readily have a[v, u](8m) = a. For x G Xm c A * , FX
we define a map
[v',u']:GAn*TFAn-+A*,FX,

where u' = Fx is the homomorphism induced by the map x: A„ -» X which
sends 8m to x, v' is the composite of the homomorphisms Gx: GAn -» GX and
G,: GX-* A induced by the maps x and /. It is easy to confirm that
a[v', u'](8„) = x. The treatment of x ~ ' G FX (x G Xn) is done in the same
way x was treated except that x is replaced by x ~ '.
At this point, the use of the category of tuples comes in. We have to show
the representability of generators, which are elements of the form:
yx •

-yr e R(AX *t%FXl*

■■■ *A,»h

FXS)

wherey¡ G (J )-i(A¡ U A, u X¡~x), 1 < /' < r, are homogenous elements, no
two adjacent y¡'s are in a fixed A„ and X{~' is a copy of X, whose elements
correspond to the inverses of X¡ in FA",. For each yk, I < k < r, we obtain in
the above way a tx.p. M{* and a homomorphism hk. Then (A/V', . . ., M£)
and (hx, . .. , hr) with the proper element in a(AzV', . . . , M£) give us a
representation foryx • • • yr. Note that even if í = 1, we may have r > 1.
The representability of ß is proved similarly. Let a G (R(A))n c R(A)

IL( T(R(X)), and x G (R(X))„ c R(A) Ufi T(R(X)) be the same elements of
the first part of the proof. Then ß[v, u](8m) = a and ß[v', u'](8n) = x, and we

proceed as in the previous case.
Lemma 5. The functors a and ß are acyclic on the models. (By acyclicity, we
mean that homology applied on the functors is R in dimension 0 and 0 in
dimensions larger than 0.)

Proof. It is enough to prove the acyclicity of a(M{) and ß(M{). To show
this we make the following remark. If Ux, . . ., Un are acyclic differential
graded augmented algebras then:

UxH • • • H U„ = R © 2 Uj (as defined in §3)
j
is also acyclic. This follows by applying the Künneth formula to each of the
Uj, and the fact that homology commutes with direct sums.
Now if ß(M{), i,j > 0, are acyclic, by the last remark it follows directly
that ß is acyclic on the models. If a(M{), k,j > 0, are acyclic, the acyclicity
of a on the models follows from the remark and Theorem 1 of [6] which
states:
Let Gi, G2 be groups then we have a homotopy chain equivalence:
R(GX * Gj) « R(GX) H R(G2).
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Next we prove the acyclicity of a(Mj). We have:

77(a(M/)) = H(R((FAj * GÄ,) * f FÄ,))
= 77(7*(FA,* (GÄ, * , FA))) = R.
The second equality follows from the obvious isomorphism

of the simplicial

groups: (FA, * GÄ,) * f FÄ, «¿ FA, * (GA, * TFA,). The third equality follows
from the acyclicity of FA, and GA, * T FA,, Theorem 1 of [6] and the remark
in the beginning of this proof. GA, * T FA, is acyclic because of the isomorphism GA, * T FA, «¿ GCA, (C is the cone construction) and the fact that
GCA, is contractible [8, 2.2.2, 1.3]. FA, is acychc because of the isomorphism
FA, « GSA, (S is the suspension construction), and the fact that A, is
contractible [8, 1.4]. (Here we used the commutativity in the order of applying
loop, cone and suspension constructions with the geometric realization

[7, Chapter III].)
The proof of the acyclicity
following map:

of ß(M{)

is more involved.

Consider

the

k: R(FAj) U (ä(GÄ,.) Ufr F(ä(Ä,))) ^ *(FA, . GÄ,) U^ T(r(&,))
where the first
FA, * GA, and
is the inclusion
phism of FA,.

component is induced by the inclusion homomorphism FA, ->
the second component is induced by the map ß[v, u] where v
homomorphism GA, —»FA, * GA„ u is the identity homomorIf we filter both complexes by the degree of T(R(A¡)), k will

preserve the filtration. Since T(R(X)) is a free chain complex we have

fa Ë,\ - H(R(FAj) U 7?(GÄ,)),11, r(7?(Ä,))-» Exq
= 77(FA,*GÄ,),H,r(Ä(Ä,.)),
where K qTIp L is the submodule of (K U L)p+q whose elements are tensor
products of elements of K and L, where the sums of degrees of elements of K
and L are q and p respectively. Since k induces an isomorphism [6, Theorem

1]

H{R(FAj) H R(GA,)) -+ H(FAj * GÄ,),
k induces an isomorphism kx: EX—>EX. Both spectral sequences are first
quadrant spectral sequences and thus k induces an isomorphism on the

homology level.
Thus we must prove that 7?(FA,) U R(GA~¡)U/r T(R(A~¡))is acychc. We
already know that R(FAj) is acyclic. Again using the remark in the beginning
of this proof, it is enough to prove that R(GA¡) U, T(R(A¡)) is acychc.
Consider the following diagram:

ä(gä,) h/t F(7?(Ä,))

X
1 \l

f(tî(gâ,) ®frÄ(Ä,))
i*

7*(Gä,.)U/t F(7î(A,.))
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induced by the obvious chain maps:

ä(GÄ,) ® 1X R(GA~i),

^Rfi^RiA-JGTiRfc)),
R(GA¡)® Ä(Äi)-> 7?(GÄ,)® f(ä(Ä,)).
4» is not an algebra homomorphism, but a differential chain map. If we
denote homogeneous generators of 7?(GA,) and R(A¿) by g, and x, respectively, then generators of 7?(GÄ,) U, T(R(A¡)) are of the form:
x¡ ® • • • ®xxa< ® g2 ® xx2 ® ■ ■ ■ ®x22 <g>g3 ® x\ ® . . .

gx ® x\ ® • ■ • ®xf'

® g2® x\®

■ • ■ ®x2*J ® g3 ® x] ® . . .

where a¡ and b¡ are positive integers, and the representations of the generators
may have any finite number of elements in them. <&is defined as follows:
*(*} ® • • • ®x,a' ® g2 ® x\ ® . . . ) = (1 ® x\) ® ■ ■ ■ ® (1 ® xf')
® (g2 ® xj) ® (1 ® x|) ® • • • ® (1 ® x2°2) ® (g3 ® xj) ® . . . ,

4>(g, ® x] ® • • • ®xf' ® g2 ® x\ ® . . . ) = (g, ® x\) ® (1 ® x2) <g>. . .
® (1 ® X,') ® (g2 ® x\) ® (1 ® x|) ® . . . .

If the generator ends with g-, then $ of the generator ends with (gj ® 1). It is
straightforward to check that 4> is a chain map, and makes the diagram
commutative. Since R(GA~¡)®¿ R(A~¡)is acychc, [3, 8.2] or [7, 31.5], a multiple
use of the Künneth formula provides us with the acyclicity of T(R(GA¡) ®j

7?(A,))and thus 7*(GÄ,) Uf F(7?(Ä,)) is acyclic. This completes the proof of
the acyclicity of ß(M{) and completes the proof of Lemma 5.
Next, let us filter R(A * , FX) and R(A) Uf T(R(X)) as follows: an
element of R(A * , FX) has filtration degree < p if the elements of X in it are
degenerates of elements of degree < p, an element of R(A) fly T(R(X)) has
filtration degree < p if the elements of 7?(A")in it have degree < p. It is not
difficult to see that a and ß with these filtrations have representations
mutually related in the following sense:
Lemma 6. If y G Fp(a(A * , FX)), (has p filtration) then in its representation
it has a nonzero component only in terms a(M, u) with the property:

ß(u) ß(M) G Fp(R(A) IL T(R(X))), where M is a model and u a morphism.
A similar requirement holds when the roles of a and ß are exchanged.

Applying the method of acyclic models we are led to:
Theorem 1. There are filtration preserving chain maps h: a —»ß, k: ß—* a
such that k ° h and h ° k are chain homotopic to the identity maps via filtration
preserving chain homotopies. The maps h, k induce isomorphisms on the corresponding spectral sequences.

To complete the proof we have to define A, and k¡, i = 0, 1, and show that

Dhx = h0d, dkx = k0D. We make the following definitions keeping in mind
that x0 consists of a single element.
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Throughout the proof, let a G A0, b G Ax and x G Xx.
We define h0 on (a(A * , FX))0 by h0(a) = a. It is clear that this map
commutes with the augmentation maps.
The definition of A, is more complicated. First we define some auxiliary
functions on A, and Xx:

B(b) = 3,6,
M(b) = b,

7i(x) = 1,

B(x~x) = 1,

M(x) = t(x) ® x,

E(b) = 3„6,

E(x) = i(x),

M(x~x) = -x,

F(x-')

= t(x)~\

We define A, on the generators of (R(A * , FX))X by:
A(^i • • • yn) = M(^,) ® E(y2) ® E(y3) ® ■ ■ ■ ®E(y„)
+ B(yx) ® M(y2) ® E(y3) ® • • • ®E(y„)

+ B(yx) ® B(y2) ® M(y3) ® E(yA) ® • • • ®E(yn)
+ ■ ■ ■ +B(yx)

® B(y2) ® • • • ®B(yn_x)

® M(y„),

where y, G AX\J XX\J Xx~x such that>», • • • ynG Ax* (FX)X.
We prove by induction on the number of elements in a generator
Dhx = h0d. For n = 1 we distinguish between three cases:

that

Dhx(b) = D(M(b)) = 7>(Z>)
= 30¿ - 3,¿>= V(¿)»
7>/j,(x) = D(M(x))

= /(x)(l

= 7>(í(x) ® x)

- rx(x))

Dhx(x~x) = D(M(x'x))
= -(1

= i(x) - 1 = h0d(x),

= D(-x)

- t(x)-x)

= i(x)-'

- 1 = h0d(x~x).

Now we assume Dhx = h0d for generators with less than n + 1 elements, and
prove the identity for generators with n + 1 elements.
Dhx(yx ■■■yn+x) = D(M(yx)

® E(y2) ® • • • ®E(yn + x) + ...

+ B(yx) ® ■ ■ ■ ® B(y„_x) ® M(yn) ® E(y„ + X)
+ B(yx)®-= D(hx(yx

■ ®B(yn)®M(yn+x))

■ ■ ■yn)) ® E(yn+X) - hx(yx ■ ■ ■yn) ® D(Eyn+x)

+ D(B(yx)

® • • • ®B(yn)

® M(yn+X))

= {h<yd(yx---yn))®E(yn+x)
+ B(yx) ® • • • ®B(yn)

® D(M(yn+x))

= h0(d(yx---y„)-E(yn+x))
+ B(yx) ® • • • ®B(yn)

® 7)(A/(>-n+,)).

Ï7.+1 = b, then, F(yn+1) = 306, 7)(M(rn+,)) = 30fe- 3,6 and
B(yx)®---

®B(yn)®D(M(yn

+ x))

= h0(B(yx) ■ ■ ■ B(yn) ■306) - h0(B(yx) ■ ■ ■ B(yn) ■3,6).
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Substituting, we obtain the desired equality.
If>B+i - *. then E(y„+X) = t(x),
D{M(yn+x))

= D(t(x)

® x) = /(x)(l

- /(x)"')

= t(x) - 1,

h0(d(yx---yn)E(yn+x))

= K(\y\ • ■■^A^+i)

- ¿o(9i.>'i• • • 9i.v»•tx)

and
B(yx)®---

®B(yn)®D(M(yn+x))

= Ar/Si^i ' ' ' d*y"' 'W) ~ Ao(3i^i- * " ai>'»' 9i>'«+i)Substituting, we again arrive at the desired equality. Last we assume that
y„ + x = x-' and go through the above process and once more find that

Dhx = h0d.
k0 is defined by requiring that k0(a) = a. It is immediate that k0 commutes
with the augmentation maps. We define A:, on 1-dimensional generators of
R(A) Ut/ T(R(X)). Let z, ® • • • ®z„ be a generator of R(A) U/( 7X7?^)),.
Then, only one of the z,., for example z,, has dimension 1, all the others have
dimension 0. For z, = 6 G A, we define:
kx(zx ® ■ ■ ■ ®zn) = s0zx- ■ ■ s0zio_x ■b ■JoZ,o+, • • • SoZ„

and for z, = x we define:
A:,(zi ® • • • ®z„) = SqZx ■ ■ ■ Sozio_x ■s0(t(x)~l)

• x • SoZio+x■ ■ • Soz„.

It is easy to confirm that dkx = kQD.
We completed the definitions of A,, k¡, i = 0, 1 for elements of the form
A * , FA".The definition for tuples is exactly the same provided that we apply
the proper twisting function to x according to the t.f.p., to which x belongs.

5. Applications. We recall the following definitions [3, §10]. Let t: X -> A be
a twisting function. We say that / is «-trivial if it is the constant function on
A",, A^,. . ., Xn. We say that the twisting cochain/,: R(X) -» R(A) is /t-trivial
if/, is constantly 0 on 7?,^), R2(X), . . ., R„(X). We note that if / is n-trivial,

so is/, [3, p. 305].
If we filter R(A) Uf T(R(X)) by the degree of T(R(X)), and if / is n-trivial
then D — D0 reduces filtration by (n + 1), and thus the differentials of the
spectral sequences corresponding to D and Df differ only from the n + 1 level
and beyond. Incorporating the results of [3, Theorems 10.3 and 10.4] and the
fact that D is a derivation we get the following:
Theorem 2. Let A * , FX be a p.c.b. with n-trivial twisting function, n > 1.
Then we obtain a first quadrant spectral sequence with:

Ep\q= H(A)qUpT(R(X)),
E2q = E3q-=

F/;1 = 77,(7704) ,U T(R(X)))

whereH(A) qU T(R(X)) = U f-o^A) ,11, T(R(X)).
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Theorem 3. Assuming the situation of Theorem 2 and one of the following
additional conditions:

(a) the ring R is a field,
(b) H(X) is torsion free,
then E2q = E3q-=
Bg* = 7704) ,H„ 7T77(A-)).
Furthermore, dn+x is the derivation induced by the map defined on u G H(x)
by dn+xu = k n u and on elements of H(A) by zero, where k G
Hn+x(X, Hn(A)) is the transgression element of (-\)n+xy in the associated

principal bundle of A X, X, and y G R„(A, H „(A)) is the fundamental cocycle.
This theory applies to the computation of the homology of a space of the
form Sl(Y \jg CX) in the following way. Consider the "cofibration" sequence
Y -* Y u g CX —>SX in the category of simplicial sets. For the definition of
S, C, and the imbedding of X in CA"refer to [8, 1.3]. In the above sequence g
is a simplicial map from X to Y, and Y ug CX is the complex obtained by
identifying the elements x G X c CA' with g(x) G Y. The loop spaces of the

above sequence yield the elements of a p.c.b. GY, G(Y \jg CX), GSX = FX.
In fact, it is easy to obtain an isomorphism G( Y u g CX) « GY * g „ T FX as
was done in [8, 2.2.2]. We would like to point out that the p.c.b. associated
with GY * g 0T FX, is induced from the universal p.c.b. which is associated
with GX * T FX by the map G( g) (see [5]). The twisting cochain corresponding to g ° t is G(g) ° fT [3, p. 304] and is n-trivial under one of the following

conditions:
(i) g is constant on the first n dimensions of X.
(ii) g is homotopic to a map h which is constant on the first n dimensions.
(iii) X is n connected.
(iv) Y is n connected.
This is because: (i) is obvious, (ii) follows from the fact that loop homotopic
homomorphisms induce isomorphic px.b.'s, and that the loops of homotopic
maps are loop homotopic [5], (iii) follows from (ii), (iv) follows from the fact
that the adjoint functors G and W (the classifying space functor) preserve

homotopies [7, §27].
We conclude this paper by demonstrating the use of our theory for the
computation of 77(ß( Y \jg CSn+x)), where Y is simply connected. The E"+x
term of the spectral sequence obtained by Theorem 3 has the following form:

H,

1 ® H} + Ht ® / ® H2 + H2 ® / ® H, + H3

H2

I ® H2 + H, ® / ® //, + H2 ® I

'■

H¡
R

I ® H, + //, ® /
I_/

I ® I ® H, + /®/7,
® /_.

n + 1

2n + 2

®/+//,®/®7

where 77, = H¡(C¡Y), 7= 77n+ i(5" + ') and except for the columns which
stand in 0(mod n + 1) places everything else is 0. In the case where Y = Sm,
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m > 1, and g is the constant map, we obtain the result of [6]. In the more
general case we can deduce for example that 77,(ß(y ug CSn+l)) ss 77,(fly)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n — 1, regardless of what specific map g we take.
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